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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a detailed design and study of RF section 
for 11.42 GHz sheet beam klystron. All the cavities (including 
input cavity) are multi-cell cavity. All of them are having 3 cells. 
Output cavity is a 5 cell cavity. These cavities have been properly 
designed to have targeted R/Q and Q. In sheet beam cavities 
obtaining a flat filed with required R/Q is a big challenge. With 
proper design this has been achieved and cross verified with CST 
MICROWAVE STUDIO and MAGIC 3D codes. Results obtained 
by both these codes are in close proximity. Coupling also plays an 
important role in getting desired output power. Here we represent 
the optimized coupling for input as well as output side. Desired 
loaded Q has been achieved by optimizing the design in CST 
MICROWAVE STUDIO. These multi-cell cavities have also been 
fabricated. Measurement is being carried out.
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I. Introduction
World is power hungry. Standing witness to this are projects like 
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor’s(ITER) 
Tokamak, CERN’s Large Hadron Collider(LHC), Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center’s (SLAC) Linac Coherent Light Source(LCLS), 
High power microwave beam powered spacecrafts, Solar power 
satellites [1], etc. The expectations, in general are hundreds of 
MW power at GHz frequency. Klystrons have an inevitable role 
in this regime. In traditional cylindrical beam klystrons, output 
power scales down as the square of frequency. However, in sheet 
beam devices of high aspect ratio, output power scales down 
only linearly with frequency. Higher output power and efficiency 
demands an increase in beam current without much increase in 
current density. Besides, high aspect ratio sheet beam allows 
cavities of larger area to dissipate I2R losses. These advantages 
make Sheet Beam Klystron (SBK) a potential candidate for MW 
power and millimeter wave frequency applications. Though 
Russian Kovalenko unveiled the concept of sheet beam way back 
in 1938, SBK is being brought from lab to field only recently. This 
delay is due to number of issues confronting SBK like non-uniform 
field profile across beam web, diocotron instability[2], propagating 
drift tube modes, lower R/Q, high field gradient across few mm 
gap and abnormally high (~5000) external Q. 
This paper attempts to address some of these issues in design of 
RF interaction structure for 11.42 GHz SBK. Section II gives the 
background behind cavities for SBK. Section III encompasses the 
design of intermediate cavities. This design includes a trial triplet 
followed by three triplets at 11.4 GHz, 11.43 GHz and 11.45 GHz. 
Section IV characterizes these intermediate cavities. Section V 
concerns coupling. Here, design of slot-coupled input and output 
cavities is presented. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. Sheet Beam Klystron Cavities
In SBK, rectangular sheet beam couples RF from one cavity to 
other. This sheet beam is inside rectangular cavity whose dominant 
mode is TE10. Designing SBK cavity is all about finding a way 
to velocity modulate beam with this TE mode. 

TE fundamental mode Ez field variations are along y direction 
in fig. 1. Resonator is formed by closing ends with quarter wave 
sections along x as in fig. 2. 

Fig. 1: Rectangular Waveguide

Electron beam enters the cavity through holes on XY plane and 
moves along Z. TE fundamental mode of rectangular cavity is seen 
by electron beam as TM mode. This is how TE mode succeeds in 
acting on electron beam.

Fig. 2: Barbell Cavity

Sheet beam is characterized by high aspect ratio. CPI has used 
25:1 [3] in their XSBK. This aspect ratio (x:y) can well be inferred 
from fig. 2. All electrons arriving at same time in a cavity gap 
should experience same field to maintain beam coherence [4]. 
Thus, in high aspect ratio sheet beam field uniformity along width 
of the beam (x direction in fig.1) has to be maintained. This is 
what shall be addressed as flat field profile in rest of this paper. Ez 
along x can be made uniform by working close to cut-off where 
group velocity is almost zero. In other words, guide wavelength 
is infinite at cut-off. This makes the phase propagation constant 
(β) as zero. Ez varies as exp(-jβx). Thus, working close to cut-off 
kills phase variation of Ez along x. Electric field falls because of 
the short at ends. The bar-bell ends in fig. 2 are taller than middle 
section. Their cut-off is lower than middle section. This prevents 
field profile’s fall at ends atleast for beam web. This is how flat 
field is achieved with bar-bell ends.
With this background about single cell cavities, we shall move to 
designing of multi-cell intermediate cavities.

III. Design of Triplet Intermediate Cavities
R/Q of single cell barbell cavity is only 13.069 Ω [5]. For high 
gap voltage (~1.3 MV max) and MΩ shunt impedance, we can get 
only a few MW output power (not 100’s of MW). Also this high 
voltage is across short, break down susceptible 10mm gap. So, 
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a multi-gap cavity design is chosen. In this paper, we have tried 
our hands on three cells, i.e., triplet cavities. Initially, trial triplet 
was simulated. This section gives design of each component in 
the triplet. 

Fig. 3: Geometry of Triplet Designed

Middle cell is a resonator along x in fig. 3. Resonant frequency 
of TEmnp mode in rectangular cavity determines cell height for 
TE101 dominant mode at a given resonant frequency. In multi-gap 
cavities, phase change in field per cell as electron moves from 
one cell to other is called mode. 2Π and Π mode give efficient 
beam-wave interaction. 
For Π mode, 

                                        (1) 

This length is centre to centre distance between cells. λ is 
wavelength in meter. c and ve are velocity of light and electron 
inside cavity respectively. 2Π mode gives longer cell. This means 
a higher R/Q. However, for triplet when each gap is of this length, 
cavity at 11.42 GHz gets bulkier. 
Quarter section is taller than cells. There are two types of quarter 
section design namely, magnetic and electric coupling. The former 
has shared quarter section while the latter has uncoupled cells each 
with separate quarter section. Cells in latter are coupled by electron 
bunch induced RF. Initially, we started with electric coupling. It 
was observed that R/Q increases only linearly with number of 
cells. However, with magnetic coupling, the relation is positively 
non-linear. So, we adopted common quarter section. 
Unlike conventional klystron cavities, drift tubes are integral 
part of SBK cavity. This is because of propagating drift tube 
modes which have a hand in cavity’s resonant frequency. It was 
found that beyond certain length, drift tube field disappeared. 
All cavities were designed along with drift tube of such length. 
It was observed that wider drift tube improves flatness of field at 
expense of R/Q. Higher cavity volume stores more energy and 
hence has higher Q.
Intermediate cavities are stagger tuned to ameliorate efficiency. 
The complete interaction structure encompasses three triplet 
cavities each resonant at 11.4 GHz, 11.43 GHz (Capacitive tuning) 
and 11.45 GHz (Inductive tuning). Capacitive tuning enforces 
uniformity in velocity of electrons by loosening bunches. Inductive 
tuning improves efficiency by tightening bunches [6].

IV. Characterization of Intermediate Cavities
Based on the design discussed, an unloaded 11.43 GHz triplet 
was simulated in CST Microwave Studio. The post processing 
results giving R/Q and Unloaded Q-factor (Qo) are in fig. 4. The 
flat field profile across beam web is shown in fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Post Processing Results of Trial Cavity

To validate the results, the geometry was simulated with higher 
meshing in CST. The results remained unchanged for 3,10,080 and 
1,86,300 mesh cells. Further, cold test was carried out in MAGIC 
and those results are also presented (fig. 6-8).

Fig. 5: Flat Field Profile of Trial Cavity

Fig. 6: Eigen Report of 11.43 GHz Triplet

Fig. 7: Gap Voltage of 11.43 GHz Triplet 

Fig. 8: Energy of Unloaded 11.43 GHz Triplet 
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R/Q is exactly matching with that of CST. Frequency and Q 
factor shows slight difference. This cavity has been fabricated. 
Measurements are being carried out.
Qo of unloaded triplet cavity is around 8000 (fig.4). This high 
Q factor may store much energy and start spurious oscillations. 
Also, Q factor of cavity decides IRF/I0 (induced RF current with 
respect to DC beam current). 
For large Qo, Q ≈ Qe. External Q-factor is,

                                             (2)

M is gap coupling coefficient. Let, M=0 .357, R/Q = 17.5 Ω [7] 
and IRF/I0 = 0.6; Qe = 1050.841. 
This Qe can be achieved by loading the cavity. Intermediate 
cavities can be loaded with either waveguide section or loss button. 
Whatever be the loading used, it has to be done symmetrically 
at both ends of quarter section to maintain flatness of the field. 
Making a slot for waveguide makes key parameters (resonant 
frequency and Flat field) go awry. So, a softer path, loss button 
method of loading is adopted. A Fictitious material is placed in 
quarter section. Material conductivity determines Qe. To lower 
Q-factor, loaded intermediate cavities were designed and simulated 
in CST Microwave Studio. Loss buttons are placed in quarter 
section as in fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Geometry of Loaded 11.4 GHz Triplet
 
The reduction in Q-factor can be seen from post processing results 
of loaded cavity in fig. 10.

Fig. 10: External Q of Loaded 11.43 GHz Triplet

The flatness of field profile was established in all cavities. It can 
be inferred from fig. 11. This was also verified quantitatively by 
post processing plot similar to fig. 5.

Fig. 11: Electric Field of Loaded 11.43 GHz Triplet

V. Design of Slot Coupled Cavities
Output cavity is five celled to distribute large output voltage among 
number of gaps. Unloaded cavities were designed at 11.42 GHz. 
Then, they were loaded with slot coupler. Slot dimension decides 
Qe. Slot can be inductive or capacitive. It is imperative that slot 
maintain mode. This enforced inductive coupling slot. Initially, it 
was believed that a larger slot could couple more power. So, slot 
of 10.16 mm width for quarter section height was made. Quarter 
section was almost 15 mm height. To match this to WR-90, a 
binomial multi-section transformer was chosen. This transformer 
was designed in MATLAB, validated in CST MWS frequency 
domain solver and then placed at quarter section of output cavity. 
After placing transformer at slot in one of the quarter section, flat 
field went awry.  This issue was sorted out by making asymmetric 
changes in quarter section. Eigen mode solver results (fig. 12) 
showed high Qe (5927). 

Fig. 12: Initial Eigen Mode Results of Output Cavity

Qe result was also validated in frequency domain solver. The cells 
were designed to operate close to cut-off, i.e. near zero group 
velocity along beam web. Energy propagated slowly and energy 
loss to external circuit was small. This led to abnormally high 
external Q. 
One solution could be to couple out power along Z direction. This 
needed thought as collector will be along Z. This solution was put 
to hold. Operating far above resonant frequency shall give better 
group velocity. But, this would also excite higher order modes. 
Higher order TE60 mode shall mess up flat field. So, this solution 
was once for all dropped. A smaller slot with simple waveguide 
matching section coupler was given a chance. Surprisingly, Qe was 
lower for smaller [8] slot! This solution was taken up. Fig.13 is the 
geometry showing the slot in one of quarter section, waveguide 
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section and WR-90 standard waveguide section. Here quarter 
sections are asymmetric.

Fig. 13: Geometry of Slot Coupled Output Cavity

Output cavity’s Qe has come down to 457 (fig. 14) from 5927 
(fig. 12) Also cavity’s flat field has been maintained (Fig. 15). Qe 
from eigen mode solver matched with return loss (Fig. 16) in CST 
MWS’s frequency domain solver.

Fig. 14: Q-factors of Slot Coupled Output Cavity

Fig. 15: Flat field of Slot Coupled Output cavity

Fig. 16: S11 of Slot Coupled Output Cavity

Similar design was repeated for input cavity. Here, a triplet cavity 
was deployed. Induced RF at input cavity is lesser than that of 
output cavity. Also, triplet input cavity has lower R/Q (47 Ω) 
than that of five cell output cavity. Then, equation (2) predicts 
higher Qe for input cavity than that of output cavity. This can be 
seen in (Fig. 17). 

Fig. 17: Eigen Mode Results of Input Cavity

Input cavity was also put to return loss analysis (Fig. 18). 

Fig. 18: S11 of Slot Coupled Input Cavity

VI. Conclusions and Future work
We have successfully designed complete RF interaction structure 
for X-Band Sheet beam klystron. Input and output cavities are 
slot coupled with lower external Q. Intermediate cavities are 
loaded and stagger tuned to improve efficiency. Practical cavity 
characterization has been initiated. 
These five Intermediate cavities juxtaposed at appropriate distances 
can head start beam wave interaction studies. These distances are 
dictated by plasma frequency reduction factor which has been 
calculated to be 0.598 for our geometry [9]. Our initial beam 
wave interaction simulations with three cavities shows beam edge 
erosion due to diocotron instability. Our future work shall be to 
correct this beam edge curling and successfully simulate the entire 
RF section’s beam wave interaction process.
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